Humanities 131.PLKI1
Cultural Connections
Syllabus & Calendar Spring 2020
Dates: July 6th-August 22nd
Instructor: Ms. Taylor
Welcome to Humanities 131, Cultural Connections!
Course Description:
Humanities 131 is an interdisciplinary course that examines contemporary issues, their human and
technological components, and their historical precedents through art, music, literature, film, and
philosophy. Designed as a survey course, Cultural Connections reviews the roots of and
contributions to our contemporary culture, among them Greco-Roman, Judeo-Christian, Islamic,
African, and traces the evolution of Western culture from the High Middle Ages to the 21st Century.
During the semester, we will focus on how human creative expression describes, questions, and
redefines what it means to be human.
Focusing on pieces of art, writing, music, theater, and architecture we will think about and discuss
the values and beliefs that distinguish one period from another. We will consider points of diversity
and commonality among cultures, identifying common themes and ideas that bridge present to past,
culture to culture.
Each of us brings a wealth of experience to this class. While you may not have formal experience
studying art, music, or literature, you do have tremendous informal experience with the arts. Arts
and letters abound in our culture! From the design of a web site to the style of a car; from the
ideological rhetoric of our leaders to the lyrics of a favorite song; from the clothes that we wear to
the movies that we watch, human creative expressions reflect our values and inform our lives.
Who you are--your experiences and your cultural identity--makes you a unique contributor to the
class. Your thoughts about the course readings and materials will be the fuel for threaded class
discussions in which your individual insights merge into group exchanges, challenging us all to
greater understandings and new perspectives.

This class requires individual reading and engaged class discussion with your peers. Plan to spend
about six (6) hours a week on readings, participation exercises, writing assignments, and other
homework.
Preparation is critical to success in the class. By reading and offering thoughtful responses to
prompted questions and to other students' thoughts, you evidence your preparation and your
learning. By stretching your perspective, taking risks, and showing a willingness to think outside of
the box, you show yourself to be an active learner.
Here is a rundown of the content we will be covering each week.

Date of Class
Week 1-July 6th

Week 2-July 13th

Chapter/Readings
• Introduction (xiv-xxiv)
• Ch.1 Ancient Civilizations (121)
• Ch.2 Ancient Greece (23-45)
• Read Plato’s “Allegory of the
Cave”

•

•

Week 3-July 20th

•
•

•

Ch.4 Judaism, Christianity,
Islam-Global Perspectives
(73-93)
Read Chinua Achebe’s “Civil
Peace”

Ch. 5, Middle Ages (96-124)
Read Gabriel Garcia
Marquez’s “A Very Old Man
With Enormous Wings”
Look at the Global
Perspective featured on pg.
41, “Mesoamerica: Ball
Games”

What’s due?
• Complete
Discussion
Questions for Plato’s
“Allegory of the
Cave”. Hand in with
your first round of
homework pickup.
• Critical Thinking
Questions from
textbook, pg 45
(there are five
questions total).
Hand in with your
first round of
homework pickup.
• Discussion
Questions for “Civil
Peace”. Hand in
with your first round
of homework
pickup.

•

•

Discussion
Questions for “A
Very Old Man...”
Hand in with your
next round of
homework pickup.
Midterm Essay
Due

•

•
•

•
•

Week 4-July 27th

•
•

Global Perspective pg. 51,
“Native America: Great
Serpent Mound”
Global Perspective pg. 65,
“Mesoamerica: Aztec Gods”
Global Perspective pg. 91,
“Mexico: Tomb of Pacal the
Great”
Global Perspective pg. 92,
“Peru: Music of the Incas”
Global Perspective pg, 119,
“Peru: Incas’ Machu Picchu”
Ch. 6 Early Renaissance (127145)
Ch. 7 Later Renaissance (148173)

•

•

Week 5-August 3rd

•
•

Week 6-August 10th

•
•
•

•

Ch. 8 Seventeenth Century,
Baroque (176-197)
Ch. 9 Eighteenth Century,
Enlightenment (201-220)
Ch. 10 Earlier 19th Century,
Romanticism (222-241)
Ch.11 Later 19th Century
(244-263)
Read and discuss George
Orwell’s “Shooting an
Elephant”
Romantic poet-Lord Byron

Critical Thinking
Questions pg. 173
(three questions
total) Hand in with
your next round of
homework pickup.
Complete the
Cultural Artifact
Analysis prompt for
Week 4 in course
packet. Hand in with
your next round of
homework pickup.

•

Complete the
exercises included in
your course packet
for Week 5

•

Complete the
Discussion
Questions for
“Shooting an
Elephant” and Lord
Byron’s poem. Hand
in with your next
round of homework
pickup.

Week 7-August 17th

•

Ch. 12 Early 20th Century
(265-285)
• Ch. 13 Later 20th Century
(288-307)
• Ch. 14 21st Century (310-324)
• Read and discuss as a group
Jamaica Kincaid’s “Girl”
*This calendar is subject to modifications at the instructor’s discretion.

•

Cultural Artifact
Essay due

Jpay Correspondence:
In addition to the instructional video lectures that I will provide, you will find all of the course
materials located in your course packet. In order to send feedback on your assignments and to
answer your questions about the course content, we will make use of the Jpay email system to
communicate. You may only discuss course material through this correspondence tool.

Weekly Expectations:
You will view weekly lectures during the first class meeting of the week on Mondays. During these
lectures, you must take notes and engage with the materials presented. You may have time during
class to discuss the themes and time periods presented.
The subsequent class periods on Wednesday and Friday will consist of discussion of the lectures and
course material that is featured that week. For each week of class there will be participation activities
that you will need to complete and turn in to be graded in order to receive participation points.
Make sure you complete the assigned readings for each week before you meet for lectures on
Mondays.

Course Structure:
The course is presented in weekly units, each with a specific period for completion of readings,
assignments, activities, class discussions, and papers. It’s my goal that the lecture materials presented
to you in the class will spark and inspire the discussions you will hold as a group.

Academic Outcomes:
•

GEO 6: Understanding and appreciating aesthetic experience and artistic creativity. Learners
will demonstrate proficiency:
• Explaining historical, cultural, and social context of selected works of Western and
Non-Western art, music, literature. Measures: Course Discussions and Cultural
Artifact Analysis

•

•

Applying methods of analysis and interpretation, using discipline-specific language.
Measures: Course Discussions
• Initiating and sustaining a discussion of the creative contexts within which artists and
authors work. Measures: Course Discussions
• Articulating personal critique of artistic works based on aesthetic standards.
Measures: Cultural Artifact Project and discussions
• Approaching works of creative expression with openness and interest; appreciating
the world of creative imagination as a form of knowledge. Measures: Cultural
Artifact Project and discussion
GEO 7: Appreciating diversity. Learners will demonstrate proficiency:
• Articulating and evaluating literary and artistic contributions of individuals from
groups with which they identify. Measures: Discussions, papers
• Articulating and evaluating the cultural contributions of individuals from groups
other than one's own, recognizing and evaluating stereotypes. Measures: Discussions,
papers
• identifying examples of ethnocentrism, oppression, and dominant group privilege;
challenging barriers to understanding diversity; articulating benefits of interacting
with individuals from groups other than one's own. Measures: Discussions of world
literature, African and Mesoamerican culture and art through the centuries, and
women's issues through the centuries.
• Relating personal experiences that have led to embracing diversity. Measures:
Discussions

Readings:
You are responsible for reading and engaging the content of the course and the activities that
accompany each section of the reading.
Good study habits for textbook reading comprehension include a preliminary reading and second
reading.
In the preliminary reading, skim and scan the material once. Take note of headings, color plate
images, maps, time lines, and text box materials; focus on the first and last sentences of longer
paragraphs to grasp main ideas. Look for things you understand. Try not to bog down in difficult
material. Focus on ideas and information with which you connect.
In your second reading, highlight pivotal passages or controlling ideas and make margin notes using
key words and brief summary statements. Record questions raised for you by the materials. See if
you can answer them by re-reading and/or bring the questions to classroom discussions. Look up
unfamiliar vocabulary in the glossary or dictionary. Thorough reading and engaged study encourage
thoughtful discussion and foster learning.
Homework will be collected in various “batches”. The dates that work will be collected are as
follows: July 15th, July 29th, August 10th, August 21st.

Visual Images:
We will spend much time with visual images. Take time with the text’s color plates, videos, and
panoramas. You will experience images in the lecture slides that accompany each unit.
Active viewing asks that you look at images carefully, read about them, and discuss them. As you
spend time with the art, you will learn to ‘read’ it.

Discussions:
Learning in this class is reinforced and enhanced by class discussion. Putting your ideas in your own
words and from your own perspective is crucial. Each of us brings a wealth of personal experience
to this course. Your ideas about the readings and visual materials are the fuel for classroom
discussions. Reflective student comments often move the class to greater understandings and new
perspectives

Informal Essays:
Your instructors are committed to helping you build your academic writing skills. Toward that end,
you will practice and incorporate academic writing, including use of Standard English and basic
essay form in all writing assignments, and MLA citation and documentation, in your written work
relying on sources. Expect to see requirements for written work in assignments; you will notice that
these requirements become more formal as the semester progresses.

Formal Essays:
There are two papers: the Mid-Term Essay and the final project for the course, the Cultural Artifact
Analysis Essay. Below please find the prompts that you will respond to in order to construct your
essays:

Midterm Essay:
As defined in the first half of the class, colonialism and its close relative, imperialism, play a pivotal
role in the history of humanity. Select an example of global colonialism that we have read about or
discussed in class. Explain the effect a specific instance of colonization has had on the nation that
was colonized as well as the generations that followed. Your essay should be formatted according to
MLA standards and should be three pages in length. Be sure to reference course concepts and
examples in your essay to substantiate your claims.

Cultural Artifact Essay:
This project is meant to measure your engagement with a cultural artifact of your choosing. This
assignment is the capstone project for the class. In order to prepare you should ask yourself which
historical period interests you the most. Which art pieces inspire or move you?
1) Select a piece of art or literature and use it to construct an essay.
This assignment measures for General Education Outcome (GEO) 6: Understand aesthetic
experience and artistic creativity.
Outcome

The Student

Meaning / Understanding

● Uses visual, musical, or literary vocabulary to
identify works of art and organizes by basic historic
and cultural influences.

Analysis and Interpretation

● Identifies methods of analysis and interpretation of
works of art.
● Uses genre-specific language to support critical
reflection.

Engagement

● When prompted, engages in discussions of the
creative, cultural, and historical contexts within which
an artist works.

Evaluation

● Identifies the aesthetic standards used to make
critical judgments in various artistic fields.

Appreciation

● Approaches a work of creative expression with a
combination of resistance and openness, disinterest
and interest expressed in formal discussion or writing.

2) I ask that you compose a formal three-page paper summarizing the artifact you’ve selected (who
created it, when was it created, what were the prevailing philosophical ideas of the time, which class
concepts or terms does it demonstrate, what does it say about humanity or the human experience),
assessing how your analysis of this artifact has shaped your understanding of humanity, making a
claim about the artifact’s connection to culture, supplying researched information in support of your
claim, and expressing your aesthetic response to the artifact. Consider the Cultural Artifact Essay
your final paper. The rubric below will be used to assess your grade for the Midterm and Cultural
Artifact Analysis essays.
Late Cultural Artifact Essays will not be accepted.

Grades:

Essay and Discussion Grading Rubric
This rubric is
used to assess
your essays
Criteria

Basic

Proficient

Distinguished

Explains relevant
course concepts,
theories, or
materials.

Applies relevant
course concepts,
theories, or
materials
correctly.

Analyzes course
concepts,
theories, or
materials
correctly, using
examples or
supporting
evidence.

Does not
collaborate with
fellow learners.

Collaborates with
fellow learners
without relating
discussion to the
relevant course
concepts.

Collaborates with
fellow learners,
relating the
discussion to
relevant course
concepts.

Applies relevant
professional,
personal, or
other real-world
experiences that
demonstrate
outcomes
defined in GEO
6&7
Supports position
with applicable
knowledge

Does not
contribute
professional,
personal, or
other real-world
experiences.

Contributes
professional,
personal, or
other real-world
experiences, but
lacks relevance.

Applies relevant
professional,
personal, or
other real-world
experiences.

Collaborates with
fellow learners,
relating the
discussion to
relevant course
concepts and
extending the
dialog.
Applies relevant
professional,
personal, or
other real-world
experiences to
extend the dialog.

Fails to establish
and support
relevant position.

Establishes
relevant position.

Writing meets
college level
expectations:

Errors distract
reading and
meaning is

Employs basic
rules of grammar
and structures.

Supports position Validates
with applicable
position with
knowledge.
applicable
knowledge.
Employs rules of Employs
grammar and
grammar and

Demonstrates
understanding of
aesthetic
experience,
artistic creativity,
and diversity as
defined by GEOs
6&7
Applies relevant
course concepts,
theories, or
materials
correctly.
Collaborates with
fellow learners,
relating the
discussion to
relevant course
concepts.

Minimal

Does not explain
relevant course
concepts,
theories, or
materials.

Standard English
grammar;
organized and
cohesive written
communication.

incomplete or
convoluted.

Errors are
present and may
distract the
reader.

structures with
few errors.

structures with
few, if any errors.

Grading:
Final Grades are assessed as follows:
•
•
•
•

Midterm Essay 20%
Cultural Artifact Essay 30%
Class Activities/Participation 20%
Misc. Writing Assignments 30%

At JC, we record interim and final grades on a 4.0 scale, with 4.0 equating with proficiency. To help
you to see where you are in the course, I have provided the following grade equivalencies for this
course:
Percent
Score
0 –59%
60-64%
65-69%
70-74%
75-79%
80-85%
86-91%
92-100%

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Numerical
Grade
0 (recorded as E)
.5
1.0
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

College Policies
Withdraw: If you decide to withdraw from the course at any time, contact your Student Navigator
and formally withdraw. If you leave the course without withdrawing, you will receive a failing grade
on your transcript. Failing grades are not good for your record when transferring, graduating, or
looking for employment.
Incomplete Policy: In accordance with JCC policy, an Incomplete or “I” grade is only issued to
students who have demonstrated good standing in the class and have a passing grade at the time of an extenuating

circumstance that precludes completion of the class. Documentation validating the circumstance may be
required.

Academic Honesty Policy:
JC has an academic honesty policy, which will be adhered to in this class. In essence, the policy
requires that all work must be done by the student whose name it bears.
Cases of plagiarism are dealt with by the instructor on an individual basis; the instructor will make decisions regarding
the student's ability to correct the problem. All cases of plagiarism are reported to the Office of the Academic Dean.
Academic Honesty is defined as ethical behavior that includes student production of their own work
and not representing others' work as their own, by cheating or by helping others to do so.
Plagiarism is defined as the failure to give credit for the use of material from outside
sources. Plagiarism includes but is not limited to:
1. Submitting other's work as your own
2. Using data, illustrations, pictures, quotations, or paraphrases from other sources without
adequate documentation
3. Reusing significant, identical or nearly identical portions of one’s own prior work without
acknowledging that one is doing so or without citing this original work (self-plagiarism)
Cheating is defined as obtaining answers/material from an outside source without
authorization. Cheating includes, but is not limited to:
1. Plagiarizing in any form
2. Using notes/books/electronic material without authorization
3. Copying
4. Submitting others' work as your own or submitting your work for others
5. Altering graded work
6. Falsifying data
7. Exhibiting other behaviors generally considered unethical
8. Allowing your work to be submitted by others

Course Policies:
Attendance/Participation
In order to be considered an active student in the class, learners attend the full class period and
participate in discussions. During the course lectures that you will view on Mondays, please actively
engage with the materials by jotting down notes, questions, or comments. It’s especially important
that you take notes, as the materials presented will not be available to you after the lecture
ends. During the class periods that take place on Wednesday and Friday, you will be asked to
engage in a group discussion and complete written activities. Please make use of this classroom time
to discuss the materials you are working on that particular week.
If an extenuating circumstance prohibits your attendance and participation please communicate this
to your Student Navigator and me as soon as you aware of it.
Due to this class taking place through a distance learning method, it is your responsibility to make
sure you are reading through all the materials you are given for the class in order to complete each
step. This will be a 7-week class. Each week will consist of an instructional video where the
instructor introduces concepts and materials that pertain to the week you are in. This instruction will
be supplemented by the activities and additional materials provided in the course packet. You should
read through and complete all of the work contained in the course packet to successfully complete
the course. By completing the activities and smaller writing assignments each week you will earn
your participation points.
Homework will be collected in various “batches”. The dates that work will be collected are as
follows: July 15th, July 29th, August 10th, August 21st.

Practice Discussion Etiquette in class:
Discussion etiquette refers to basic politeness and professionalism while working in a classroom
environment.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Be respectful.
When in the discussion, look at the person to whom you are speaking. Address people by
name whenever possible.
Be careful of your tone; it is carried in the words and structures you use.
Address ideas not personalities. Critiques of peer works and disagreements with the writers’
premises or outcomes are healthy aspects of academic discussion. However, it is not okay to
judge or characterize the person. Any critique you offer, whether positive or negative, must
address ideas and be supported by evidence.
Avoid judgmental or inflammatory language.
Avoid stereotypes. This may require you to check some of your assumptions as you begin to
discuss cultures, religions, regions, classes, and genders different from your own.
Do not assume everyone in your class holds the same religious, political, or social values as
you. Be mindful of diversity in the class.

•
•

Respect copyright and intellectual property rules; if you borrow from someone else, even if
you are quoting a peer in the class, be sure to give credit where credit is due.
If you have a problem with another student or with your instructor, contact the instructor by
email.

Failure to follow basic etiquette in class or in communications may result in a conference with the
instructor, grade sanctions, or a report to the Academic Dean.

Week One
Discussion Questions for “Allegory of the Cave”
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Define what an allegory is. Use a dictionary/textbook to guide your investigation.
What is this allegory about, in your opinion?
What does this allegory reveal about the philosophical beliefs held by Plato?
Which themes of humanity, or human experience, does this allegory bring to light?
This allegory gets at the idea that human understanding or learning can only come about
through changes in perspective/perception and/or experience. Do you believe this is
true? Why or why not?
6) Why might a philosopher or writer use an allegory to illustrate a point?
7) Discuss any aspects of the story that you found especially interesting or worth talking
about.

Week 2 Chinua Achebe-Biography
Chinua Achebe, in full Albert Chinualumogu Achebe, (born November 16, 1930, Ogidi,
Nigeria—died March 21, 2013, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.), Nigerian novelist acclaimed for his
unsentimental depictions of the social and psychological disorientation accompanying the imposition
of Western customs and values upon traditional African society. His particular concern was with
emergent Africa at its moments of crisis; his novels range in subject matter from the first contact of
an African village with the white man to the educated African’s attempt to create a firm moral order
out of the changing values in a large city.
Achebe grew up in the Igbo (Ibo) town of Ogidi, Nigeria. After studying English and literature at
University College (now the University of Ibadan), Achebe taught for a short time before joining the
staff of the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation in Lagos, where he served as director of external
broadcasting in 1961–66. In 1967 he cofounded a publishing company at Enugu with the
poet Christopher Okigbo, who died shortly thereafter in the Nigerian civil war for Biafran
independence, which Achebe openly supported. In 1969 Achebe toured the United States with
fellow writers Gabriel Okara and Cyprian Ekwensi, lecturing at universities. Upon his return to
Nigeria he was appointed research fellow at the University of Nigeria and became professor of
English, a position he held from 1976 until 1981 (professor emeritus from 1985). He was director
(from 1970) of two Nigerian publishers, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd. and Nwankwo-Ifejika
Ltd. After an automobile accident in Nigeria in 1990 that left him partially paralyzed, he moved to
the United States, where he taught at Bard College in Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. In 2009
Achebe left Bard to join the faculty of Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island.
Things Fall Apart (1958), Achebe’s first novel, concerns traditional Igbo life at the time of the advent
of missionaries and colonial government in his homeland. His principal character cannot accept the
new order, even though the old has already collapsed. In the sequel No Longer at Ease (1960) he
portrayed a newly appointed civil servant, recently returned from university study in England, who is
unable to sustain the moral values he believes to be correct in the face of the obligations and
temptations of his new position.
In Arrow of God (1964), set in the 1920s in a village under British administration, the principal
character, the chief priest of the village, whose son becomes a zealous Christian, turns his
resentment at the position he is placed in by the white man against his own people. A Man of the
People (1966) and Anthills of the Savannah (1987) deal with corruption and other aspects of
postcolonial African life.
Achebe also published several collections of short stories and children’s books, including How the
Leopard Got His Claws (1973; with John Iroaganachi). Beware, Soul-Brother (1971) and Christmas in
Biafra (1973) are collections of poetry. Another Africa (1998) combines an essay and poems by
Achebe with photographs by Robert Lyons. Achebe’s books of essays include Morning Yet on Creation
Day (1975), Hopes and Impediments (1988), Home and Exile (2000), The Education of a British-Protected
Child (2009), and the autobiographical There Was a Country: A Personal History of Biafra (2012). In 2007
he won the Man Booker International Prize.
Source: The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica. “Chinua Achebe”. Online access. Published March
17, 2020. https://www.britannica.com/biography/Chinua-Achebe

Chinua Achebe-Civil Peace
Jonathan Iwegbu counted himself extra-ordinarily lucky. 'Happy survival!' meant so much more to
him than just a current fashion of greeting old friends in the first hazy days of peace. It went deep to
his heart. He had come out of the war with five inestimable blessings--his head, his wife Maria's
head and the heads of three out of their four children. As a bonus he also had his old bicycle--a
miracle too but naturally not to be compared to the safety of five human heads.
The bicycle had a little history of its own. One day at the height of the war it was commandeered
'for urgent military action'. Hard as its loss would have been to him he would still have let it go
without a thought had he not had some doubts about the genuineness of the officer. It wasn't his
disreputable rags, nor the toes peeping out of one blue and one brown canvas shoes, nor yet the two
stars of his rank done obviously in a hurry in biro, that troubled Jonathan; many good and heroic
soldiers looked the same or worse. It was rather a certain lack of grip and firmness in his manner. So
Jonathan, suspecting he might be amenable to influence, rummaged in his raffia bag and produced
the two pounds with which he had been going to buy firewood which his wife, Maria, retailed to
camp officials for extra stock-fish and corn meal, and got his bicycle back. That night he buried it in
the little clearing in the bush where the dead of the camp, including his own youngest son, were
buried. When he dug it up again a year later after the surrender all it needed was a little palm-oil
greasing. 'Nothing puzzles God,' he said in wonder.
He put it to immediate use as a taxi and accumulated a small pile of Biafran money ferrying camp
officials and their families across the four-mile stretch to the nearest tarred road. His standard
charge per trip was six pounds and those who had the money were only glad to be rid of some of it
in this way. At the end of a fortnight he had made a small fortune of one hundred and fifteen
pounds.
Then he made the journey to Enugu and found another miracle waiting for him. It was unbelievable.
He rubbed his eyes and looked again and it was still standing there before him. But, needless to say,
even that monumental blessing must be accounted also totally inferior to the five heads in the
family. This newest miracle was his little house in Ogui Overside. Indeed nothing puzzles God! Only
two houses away a huge concrete edifice some wealthy contractor had put up just before the war
was a mountain of rubble. And here was Jonathan's little zinc house of no regrets built with mud
blocks quite intact! Of course the doors and windows were missing and five sheets off the roof.
But what was that? And anyhow he had returned to Enugu early enough to pick up bits of old zinc
and wood and soggy sheets of cardboard lying around the neighbourhood before thousands more
came out of their forest holes looking for the same things. He got a destitute carpenter with one old
hammer, a blunt plane and a few bent and rusty nails in his tool bag to turn this assortment of
wood, paper and metal into door and window shutters for five Nigerian shillings or fifty Biafran
pounds. He paid the pounds, and moved in with his overjoyed family carrying five heads on their
shoulders.
His children picked mangoes near the military cemetery and sold them to soldiers' wives for a few
pennies--real pennies this time--and his wife started making breakfast akara balls for neighbours in a
hurry to start life again. With his family earnings he took his bicycle to the villages around and
bought fresh palm-wine which he mixed generously in his rooms with the water which had recently

started running again in the public tap down the road, and opened up a bar for soldiers and other
lucky people with good money.
At first he went daily, then every other day and finally once a week, to the offices of the Coal
Corporation where he used to be a miner, to find out what was what. The only thing he did find out
in the end was that that little house of his was even a greater blessing than he had thought. Some of
his fellow ex-miners who had nowhere to return at the end of the day's waiting just slept outside the
doors of the offices and cooked what meal they could scrounge together in Bournvita tins. As the
weeks lengthened and still nobody could say what was what Jonathan discontinued his weekly visits
altogether and faced his palm-wine bar.
But nothing puzzles God. Came the day of the windfall when after five days of endless scuffles in
queues and counter-queues in the sun outside the Treasury he had twenty pounds counted into his
palms as exgratia award for the rebel money he had turned in. It was like Christmas for him and for
many others like him when the payments began. They called it (since few could manage its proper
official name) _egg-rasher_.
As soon as the pound notes were placed in his palm Jonathan simply closed it tight over them and
buried fist and money inside his trouser pocket. He had to be extra careful because he had seen a
man a couple of days earlier collapse into near-madness in an instant before that oceanic crowd
because no sooner had he got his twenty pounds than some heartless ruffian picked it off him.
Though it was not right that a man in such an extremity of agony should be blamed yet many in the
queues that day were able to remark quietly on the victim's carelessness, especially after he pulled out
the innards of his pocket and revealed a hole in it big enough to pass a thief's head. But of course he
had insisted that the money had been in the other pocket, pulling it out too to show its comparative
wholeness. So one had to be careful.
Jonathan soon transferred the money to his left hand and pocket so as to leave his right free for
shaking hands should the need arise, though by fixing his gaze at such an elevation as to miss all
approaching human faces he made sure that the need did not arise, until he got home.
He was normally a heavy sleeper but that night he heard all the neighbourhood noises die down one
after another. Even the night watchman who knocked the hour on some metal somewhere in the
distance had fallen silent after knocking one o'clock. That must have been the last thought in
Jonathan's mind before he was finally carried away himself. He couldn't have been gone for long,
though, when he was violently awakened again.
'Who is knocking?' whispered his wife lying beside him on the floor. 'I don't know,' he whispered
back breathlessly.
The second time the knocking came it was so loud and imperious that the rickety old door could
have fallen down. 'Who is knocking?' he asked then, his voice parched and trembling.
'Na tief-man and him people,' came the cool reply. 'Make you hopen de door.'
This was followed by the heaviest knocking of all. Maria was the first to raise the alarm, then he
followed and all their children. 'Police-o! Thieves-o! Neighbours-o! Police-o! We are lost! We are
dead! Neighbours, are you asleep? Wake up! Police-o!'

This went on for a long time and then stopped suddenly. Perhaps they had scared the thief away.
There was total silence. But only for a short while.
'You done finish?' asked the voice outside. 'Make we help you small. Oya, everybody!'
'Police-o! Tief-man-o! Neighbours-o! we done loss-o! Police-o!...'
There were at least five other voices besides the leader's. Jonathan and his family were now
completely paralysed by terror. Maria and the children sobbed inaudibly like lost souls. Jonathan
groaned continuously.
The silence that followed the thieves' alarm vibrated horribly. Jonathan all but begged their leader to
speak again and be done with it.
'My frien,' said he at long last, 'we don try our best for call dem but I tink say dem all done sleep-o...
So wetin we go do now? Sometaim you wan call soja? Or you wan make we call dem for you? Soja
better pass police. No be so?'
'Na so!' replied his men. Jonathan thought he heard even more voices now than before and groaned
heavily. His legs were sagging under him and his throat felt like sandpaper.
'My frien, why you no de talk again. I de ask you say you wan make we call soja?'
'No'.
'Awrighto. Now make we talk business. We no be bad tief. We no like for make trouble. Trouble
done finish. War done finish and all the katakata wey de for inside. No Civil War again. This time na
Civil Peace. No be so?'
'Na so!' answered the horrible chorus.
'What do you want from me? I am a poor man. Everything I had went with this war. Why do you
come to me? You know people who have money. We...'
'Awright! We know say you no get plenty money. But we sef no get even anini. So derefore make
you open dis window and give us one hundred pound and we go commot. Orderwise we de come
for inside now to show you guitar-boy like dis...'
A volley of automatic fire rang through the sky. Maria and the children began to weep aloud again.
'Ah, missisi de cry again. No need for dat. We done talk say we na good tief. We just take our small
money and go nwayorly. No molest. Abi we de molest?'
'At all!' sang the chorus.
'My friends,' began Jonathan hoarsely. 'I hear what you say and I thank you. If I had one hundred
pounds...'
'Lookia my frien, no be play we come play for your house. If we make mistake and step for inside
you no go like am-o. So derefore...'

'To God who made me; if you come inside and find one hundred pounds, take it and shoot me and
shoot my wife and children. I swear to God. The only money I have in this life is this twenty-pounds
egg-rasher they gave me today...'
'OK. Time de go. Make you open dis window and bring the twenty pound. We go manage am like
dat.'
There were now loud murmurs of dissent among the chorus: 'Na lie de man de lie; e get plenty
money... Make we go inside and search properly well... Wetin be twenty pound?...'
'Shurrup!' rang the leader's voice like a lone shot in the sky and silenced the murmuring at once. 'Are
you dere? Bring the money quick!'
'I am coming,' said Jonathan fumbling in the darkness with the key of the small wooden box he kept
by his side on the mat.

At the first sign of light as neighbours and others assembled to commiserate with him he was already
strapping his five-gallon demijohn to his bicycle carrier and his wife, sweating in the open fire, was
turning over akara balls in a wide clay bowl of boiling oil. In the corner his eldest son was rinsing out
dregs of yesterday's palm wine from old beer bottles.
'I count it as nothing,' he told his sympathizers, his eyes on the rope he was tying. 'What is eggrasher? Did I depend on it last week? Or is it greater than other things that went with the war? I say,
let egg-rasher perish in the flames! Let it go where everything else has gone. Nothing puzzles God.'

Discussion Questions for “Civil Peace” by Chinua Achebe
1) What does this short story illustrate about war? About colonialism?
2) This story occurs right after the Nigerian-Biafran Civil War has ended. This war occurred in
Nigeria from 1967-1970. It was fought between the Nigerian government and the
secessionist state of Biafra. The war was a result of religious differences between the Muslim
Hausas and the Christian Igbo. The war was precipitated by the persecution of the Igbo by
the Hausas (and by the militant Nigerian government). The Igbo formed their own region
and called it the Republic of Biafra. During the war, the region of Biafra was defeated, the
state lost access to its oil fields, thereby losing the ability to import food and resources to its
people. As a result an estimated one million civilians died of starvation. With this added
information, how does your reading of the story change? Or does it not change?
3) How would you describe the speaker (Jonathan)? What is his attitude about the situation he
finds himself in?
4) What details of the war are we given in the story?
5) What do you make of the phrase the story ends with and repeats throughout: “Nothing
puzzles God.” What larger idea(s) is/are being referenced here?
6) Discuss any aspects of the story that you found especially interesting or worth talking about.

Week Three
A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings
by Gabriel Garcia Marquez
Translated by Gregory Rabassa
On the third day of rain they had killed so many crabs inside the house that Pelayo had to cross his
drenched courtyard and throw them into the sea, because the newborn child had a temperature all
night and they thought it was due to the stench. The world had been sad since Tuesday. Sea and
sky were a single ash-gray thing and the sands of the beach, which on March nights glimmered like
powdered light, had become a stew of mud and rotten shellfish. The light was so weak at noon that
when Pelayo was coming back to the house after throwing away the crabs, it was hard for him to see
what it was that was moving and groaning in the rear of the courtyard. He had to go very close to
see that it was an old man, a very old man, lying face down in the mud, who, in spite of his
tremendous efforts, couldn’t get up, impeded by his enormous wings.
Frightened by that nightmare, Pelayo ran to get Elisenda, his wife, who was putting compresses on
the sick child, and he took her to the rear of the courtyard. They both looked at the fallen body with
a mute stupor. He was dressed like a ragpicker. There were only a few faded hairs left on his bald
skull and very few teeth in his mouth, and his pitiful condition of a drenched great-grandfather took
away any sense of grandeur he might have had. His huge buzzard wings, dirty and half-plucked, were
forever entangled in the mud. They looked at him so long and so closely that Pelayo and Elisenda
very soon overcame their surprise and in the end found him familiar. Then they dared speak to him,
and he answered in an incomprehensible dialect with a strong sailor’s voice. That was how they
skipped over the inconvenience of the wings and quite intelligently concluded that he was a lonely
castaway from some foreign ship wrecked by the storm. And yet, they called in a neighbor woman
who knew everything about life and death to see him, and all she needed was one look to show them
their mistake.
“He’s an angel,” she told them. “He must have been coming for the child, but the poor fellow is so
old that the rain knocked him down.”
On the following day everyone knew that a flesh-and-blood angel was held captive in Pelayo’s
house. Against the judgment of the wise neighbor woman, for whom angels in those times were the
fugitive survivors of a celestial conspiracy, they did not have the heart to club him to death. Pelayo
watched over him all afternoon from the kitchen, armed with his bailiff’s club, and before going to
bed he dragged him out of the mud and locked him up with the hens in the wire chicken coop. In
the middle of the night, when the rain stopped, Pelayo and Elisenda were still killing crabs. A short
time afterward the child woke up without a fever and with a desire to eat. Then they felt
magnanimous and decided to put the angel on a raft with fresh water and provisions for three days
and leave him to his fate on the high seas. But when they went out into the courtyard with the first
light of dawn, they found the whole neighborhood in front of the chicken coop having fun with the
angel, without the slightest reverence, tossing him things to eat through the openings in the wire as
if he weren’t a supernatural creature but a circus animal.
Father Gonzaga arrived before seven o’clock, alarmed at the strange news. By that time onlookers

less frivolous than those at dawn had already arrived and they were making all kinds of conjectures
concerning the captive’s future. The simplest among them thought that he should be named mayor
of the world. Others of sterner mind felt that he should be promoted to the rank of five-star general
in order to win all wars. Some visionaries hoped that he could be put to stud in order to implant the
earth a race of winged wise men who could take charge of the universe. But Father Gonzaga, before
becoming a priest, had been a robust woodcutter. Standing by the wire, he reviewed his catechism in
an instant and asked them to open the door so that he could take a close look at that pitiful man
who looked more like a huge decrepit hen among the fascinated chickens. He was lying in the corner
drying his open wings in the sunlight among the fruit peels and breakfast leftovers that the early
risers had thrown him. Alien to the impertinences of the world, he only lifted his antiquarian eyes
and murmured something in his dialect when Father Gonzaga went into the chicken coop and said
good morning to him in Latin. The parish priest had his first suspicion of an imposter when he saw
that he did not understand the language of God or know how to greet His ministers. Then he
noticed that seen close up he was much too human: he had an unbearable smell of the outdoors, the
back side of his wings was strewn with parasites and his main feathers had been mistreated by
terrestrial winds, and nothing about him measured up to the proud dignity of angels. Then he came
out of the chicken coop and in a brief sermon warned the curious against the risks of being
ingenuous. He reminded them that the devil had the bad habit of making use of carnival tricks in
order to confuse the unwary. He argued that if wings were not the essential element in determining
the different between a hawk and an airplane, they were even less so in the recognition of angels.
Nevertheless, he promised to write a letter to his bishop so that the latter would write his primate so
that the latter would write to the Supreme Pontiff in order to get the final verdict from the highest
courts.
His prudence fell on sterile hearts. The news of the captive angel spread with such rapidity that after
a few hours the courtyard had the bustle of a marketplace and they had to call in troops with fixed
bayonets to disperse the mob that was about to knock the house down. Elisenda, her spine all
twisted from sweeping up so much marketplace trash, then got the idea of fencing in the yard and
charging five cents admission to see the angel.
The curious came from far away. A traveling carnival arrived with a flying acrobat who buzzed over
the crowd several times, but no one paid any attention to him because his wings were not those of
an angel but, rather, those of a sidereal bat. The most unfortunate invalids on earth came in search
of health: a poor woman who since childhood has been counting her heartbeats and had run out of
numbers; a Portuguese man who couldn’t sleep because the noise of the stars disturbed him; a
sleepwalker who got up at night to undo the things he had done while awake; and many others with
less serious ailments. In the midst of that shipwreck disorder that made the earth tremble, Pelayo
and Elisenda were happy with fatigue, for in less than a week they had crammed their rooms with
money and the line of pilgrims waiting their turn to enter still reached beyond the horizon.
The angel was the only one who took no part in his own act. He spent his time trying to get
comfortable in his borrowed nest, befuddled by the hellish heat of the oil lamps and sacramental
candles that had been placed along the wire. At first they tried to make him eat some mothballs,
which, according to the wisdom of the wise neighbor woman, were the food prescribed for angels.
But he turned them down, just as he turned down the papal lunches that the pentinents brought
him, and they never found out whether it was because he was an angel or because he was an old
man that in the end ate nothing but eggplant mush. His only supernatural virtue seemed to be
patience. Especially during the first days, when the hens pecked at him, searching for the stellar

parasites that proliferated in his wings, and the cripples pulled out feathers to touch their defective
parts with, and even the most merciful threw stones at him, trying to get him to rise so they could
see him standing. The only time they succeeded in arousing him was when they burned his side with
an iron for branding steers, for he had been motionless for so many hours that they thought he was
dead. He awoke with a start, ranting in his hermetic language and with tears in his eyes, and he
flapped his wings a couple of times, which brought on a whirlwind of chicken dung and lunar dust
and a gale of panic that did not seem to be of this world. Although many thought that his reaction
had not been one of rage but of pain, from then on they were careful not to annoy him, because the
majority understood that his passivity was not that of a hero taking his ease but that of a cataclysm
in repose.
Father Gonzaga held back the crowd’s frivolity with formulas of maidservant inspiration while
awaiting the arrival of a final judgment on the nature of the captive. But the mail
from Rome showed no sense of urgency. They spent their time finding out if the prisoner had a
navel, if his dialect had any connection with Aramaic, how many times he could fit on the head of a
pin, or whether he wasn’t just a Norwegian with wings. Those meager letters might have come and
gone until the end of time if a providential event had not put and end to the priest’s tribulations.
It so happened that during those days, among so many other carnival attractions, there arrived in the
town the traveling show of the woman who had been changed into a spider for having disobeyed
her parents. The admission to see her was not only less than the admission to see the angel, but
people were permitted to ask her all manner of questions about her absurd state and to examine her
up and down so that no one would ever doubt the truth of her horror. She was a frightful tarantula
the size of a ram and with the head of a sad maiden. What was most heartrending, however, was not
her outlandish shape but the sincere affliction with which she recounted the details of her
misfortune. While still practically a child she had sneaked out of her parents’ house to go to a dance,
and while she was coming back through the woods after having danced all night without permission,
a fearful thunderclap rent the sky in two and through the crack came the lightning bolt of brimstone
that changed her into a spider. Her only nourishment came from the meatballs that charitable souls
chose to toss into her mouth. A spectacle like that, full of so much human truth and with such a
fearful lesson, was bound to defeat without even trying that of a haughty angel who scarcely deigned
to look at mortals. Besides, the few miracles attributed to the angel showed a certain mental
disorder, like the blind man who didn’t recover his sight but grew three new teeth, or the paralytic
who didn’t get to walk but almost won the lottery, and the leper whose sores sprouted sunflowers.
Those consolation miracles, which were more like mocking fun, had already ruined the angel’s
reputation when the woman who had been changed into a spider finally crushed him completely.
That was how Father Gonzaga was cured forever of his insomnia and Pelayo’s courtyard went back
to being as empty as during the time it had rained for three days and crabs walked through the
bedrooms.
The owners of the house had no reason to lament. With the money they saved they built a two-story
mansion with balconies and gardens and high netting so that crabs wouldn’t get in during
the winter, and with iron bars on the windows so that angels wouldn’t get in. Pelayo also set up a
rabbit warren close to town and gave up his job as a bailiff for good, and Elisenda bought some
satin pumps with high heels and many dresses of iridescent silk, the kind worn on Sunday by the
most desirable women in those times. The chicken coop was the only thing that didn’t receive any
attention. If they washed it down with creolin and burned tears of myrrh inside it every so often, it
was not in homage to the angel but to drive away the dungheap stench that still hung everywhere

like a ghost and was turning the new house into an old one. At first, when the child learned to walk,
they were careful that he not get too close to the chicken coop. But then they began to lose their
fears and got used to the smell, and before they child got his second teeth he’d gone inside the
chicken coop to play, where the wires were falling apart. The angel was no less standoffish with him
than with the other mortals, but he tolerated the most ingenious infamies with the patience of a
dog who had no illusions. They both came down with the chicken pox at the same time. The doctor
who took care of the child couldn’t resist the temptation to listen to the angel’s heart, and he found
so much whistling in the heart and so many sounds in his kidneys that it seemed impossible for him
to be alive. What surprised him most, however, was the logic of his wings. They seemed so natural
on that completely human organism that he couldn’t understand why other men didn’t have them
too.
When the child began school it had been some time since the sun and rain had caused the collapse
of the chicken coop. The angel went dragging himself about here and there like a stray dying man.
They would drive him out of the bedroom with a broom and a moment later find him in the
kitchen. He seemed to be in so many places at the same time that they grew to think that he’d be
duplicated, that he was reproducing himself all through the house, and the exasperated and unhinged
Elisenda shouted that it was awful living in that hell full of angels. He could scarcely eat and his
antiquarian eyes had also become so foggy that he went about bumping into posts. All he had left
were the bare cannulae of his last feathers. Pelayo threw a blanket over him and extended him the
charity of letting him sleep in the shed, and only then did they notice that he had a temperature at
night, and was delirious with the tongue twisters of an old Norwegian. That was one of the few
times they became alarmed, for they thought he was going to die and not even the wise neighbor
woman had been able to tell them what to do with dead angels.
And yet he not only survived his worst winter, but seemed improved with the first sunny days. He
remained motionless for several days in the farthest corner of the courtyard, where no one would
see him, and at the beginning of December some large, stiff feathers began to grow on his wings, the
feathers of a scarecrow, which looked more like another misfortune of decreptitude. But he must
have known the reason for those changes, for he was quite careful that no one should notice them,
that no one should hear the sea chanteys that he sometimes sang under the stars. One morning
Elisenda was cutting some bunches of onions for lunch when a wind that seemed to come from the
high seas blew into the kitchen. Then she went to the window and caught the angel in his first
attempts at flight. They were so clumsy that his fingernails opened a furrow in the vegetable patch
and he was on the point of knocking the shed down with the ungainly flapping that slipped on the
light and couldn’t get a grip on the air. But he did manage to gain altitude. Elisenda let out a sigh of
relief, for herself and for him, when she watched him pass over the last houses, holding himself up
in some way with the risky flapping of a senile vulture. She kept watching him even when she was
through cutting the onions and she kept on watching until it was no longer possible for her to see
him, because then he was no longer an annoyance in her life but an imaginary dot on the horizon of
the sea.

Discussion Questions for “A Very Old Man With Enormous Wings”
1) Gabriel Garcia Marques is a Colombian writer who is known for using magical realism in his
writing. Look up this term and define it.
2) What is magical in this story? What is real? How can you tell?
3) How does religion or belief operate in this story?
4) What about the old man in the story makes him angelic? Why do you suppose Marquez
chose to depict the angel as an old man?
5) What does this story say about humanity (or the society in which the story is set)?
6) Why might an author use magical realism? How come?
7) Discuss any aspects of the story that were interesting or confusing to you.

Week 4-Practice with Cultural Artifact Analysis
Examine the piece of art below and then answer each corresponding section:

Source: Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. Housed in the Mousee de Louvre. Image taken from
Wikimedia Commons art gallery.

Personal Reaction: Describe your own reaction to this work (keeping in mind your own cultural beliefs, experiences,
education, upbringing). How does this make you feel? Reflect on what your initial response is to this work.

Historical Context/Research: What cultural context surrounds this work of art? What time period is it from?
What were some defining features of art from this period? What were the politics/philosophical beliefs of the time
period?

Formal Elements: Describe the piece using the art techniques and the various elements of art we have been using to

discuss works. For instance; line, space, color, texture. Be sure to include lots of detail! Describe the piece as though you
are explaining it to a person who cannot see it.

Human Revelation/Analysis: What does this piece of art reveal about humanity or the human condition?
Which themes or subject does it present? What does the piece reveal about place, people, and values?

Week 5
Part I. Mary Wollstonecraft-Gender Equality in Education
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797) was an extremely influential figure during the time of the
Enlightenment, particularly on the topic of women’s rights. Of course, history has changed the
public perception of her. During her own time, she was viewed as a bit of an
outspoken nuisance. You may recognize her name as her daughter, Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, is
the author of the famous book and pop culture character, Frankenstein. The original Mary
Wollstonecraft was a bit ahead of her time, in that she often spoke out against the intellectuals of her
time (all of them men) for excluding women from getting an education and participating as rational
members of society, in general.
In the excerpt below from A Vindication of the Rights of Women, Ch. 2, she discusses how
education has not been fairly doled in in society:
“Men and women [are] educated, in a great degree, by the opinions and manners of the society they
live in. In every age there has been a stream of popular opinion that has carried all before it, and
given a family character, as it were, to the century. It may then fairly be inferred, that, till society be
differently constituted, much cannot be expected from education.”
1) Critically respond to Wollstonecraft’s excerpt: Do you believe education is fair and equal to all?
Consider your own understanding and experience with receiving an education. Aim for 500 words.
2) Consider the ideas of Euro-centrism and ethno-centrism. Look these terms up and come to your own
understanding of their definitions. Explain what these terms mean and how they apply to the idea of
education equality.
3) Discuss these ideas as a class.

Part II. The Influence of Literature
Don Quixote is considered one of the first recorded novels (novel: a fictional story told for
entertainment). It was written by Miguel de Cervantes and details the wild antics of its protagonist,
Don Quixote, as he goes on adventures with his friend, Sancho. One of the most famous scenes
from this book, that you may be familiar with, is the famous scene where Don Quixote attempts to
fight a windmill.

This type of story is emblematic of the Spanish literary tradition of the picaro (Spanish for
rogue/knave). This was a sort of typecast of a rebellious, social outcast kind of character. These
characters were often the feature of picaresque novels; roguish, adventurous, sometimes drunken
comic figures. They were often social critiques of the church that included colloquial jokes
and heavy-handed irony mixed with comic relief.
Look up the term ”picaresque”. Come to your own understanding of what it means. Think
of the literature and film repertoire that you have. Identify a modern example (modern, as in the last
100 years) of a picaro character or a picaresque story. Describe why it qualifies and identify some of
the main plot elements that mark it as “picaresque”. Your response in this section should be an
informal analysis of the picaresque term and your example of it (aim for half a page of analysis).

Week 6

SHOOTING AN ELEPHANT
•

George Orwell: Burmese Days

In Moulmein, in lower Burma, I was hated by large numbers of people – the only time in my life
that I have been important enough for this to happen to me. I was sub-divisional police officer of
the town, and in an aimless, petty kind of way anti-European feeling was very bitter. No one had the
guts to raise a riot, but if a European woman went through the bazaars alone somebody would
probably spit betel juice over her dress. As a police officer I was an obvious target and was baited
whenever it seemed safe to do so. When a nimble Burman tripped me up on the football field and
the referee (another Burman) looked the other way, the crowd yelled with hideous laughter. This
happened more than once. In the end the sneering yellow faces of young men that met me
everywhere, the insults hooted after me when I was at a safe distance, got badly on my nerves. The
young Buddhist priests were the worst of all. There were several thousands of them in the town and
none of them seemed to have anything to do except stand on street corners and jeer at Europeans.
All this was perplexing and upsetting. For at that time I had already made up my mind that
imperialism was an evil thing and the sooner I chucked up my job and got out of it the better.
Theoretically – and secretly, of course – I was all for the Burmese and all against their oppressors,
the British. As for the job I was doing, I hated it more bitterly than I can perhaps make clear. In a
job like that you see the dirty work of Empire at close quarters. The wretched prisoners huddling in
the stinking cages of the lock-ups, the grey, cowed faces of the long-term convicts, the scarred
buttocks of the men who had been Bogged with bamboos – all these oppressed me with an
intolerable sense of guilt. But I could get nothing into perspective. I was young and ill-educated and
I had had to think out my problems in the utter silence that is imposed on every Englishman in the
East. I did not even know that the British Empire is dying, still less did I know that it is a great deal
better than the younger empires that are going to supplant it. All I knew was that I was stuck
between my hatred of the empire I served and my rage against the evil-spirited little beasts who tried
to make my job impossible. With one part of my mind I thought of the British Raj as an
unbreakable tyranny, as something clamped down, in saecula saeculorum, upon the will of prostrate
peoples; with another part I thought that the greatest joy in the world would be to drive a bayonet
into a Buddhist priest’s guts. Feelings like these are the normal by-products of imperialism; ask any
Anglo-Indian official, if you can catch him off duty.
One day something happened which in a roundabout way was enlightening. It was a tiny incident in
itself, but it gave me a better glimpse than I had had before of the real nature of imperialism – the
real motives for which despotic governments act. Early one morning the sub-inspector at a police
station the other end of the town rang me up on the phone and said that an elephant was ravaging
the bazaar. Would I please come and do something about it? I did not know what I could do, but I
wanted to see what was happening and I got on to a pony and started out. I took my rifle, an old 44
Winchester and much too small to kill an elephant, but I thought the noise might be useful in
terrorem. Various Burmans stopped me on the way and told me about the elephant’s doings. It was
not, of course, a wild elephant, but a tame one which had gone “must.” It had been chained up, as
tame elephants always are when their attack of “must” is due, but on the previous night it had

broken its chain and escaped. Its mahout, the only person who could manage it when it was in that
state, had set out in pursuit, but had taken the wrong direction and was now twelve hours’ journey
away, and in the morning the elephant had suddenly reappeared in the town. The Burmese
population had no weapons and were quite helpless against it. It had already destroyed somebody’s
bamboo hut, killed a cow and raided some fruit-stalls and devoured the stock; also it had met the
municipal rubbish van and, when the driver jumped out and took to his heels, had turned the van
over and inflicted violences upon it.
The Burmese sub-inspector and some Indian constables were waiting for me in the quarter where
the elephant had been seen. It was a very poor quarter, a labyrinth of squalid bamboo huts, thatched
with palmleaf, winding all over a steep hillside. I remember that it was a cloudy, stuffy morning at
the beginning of the rains. We began questioning the people as to where the elephant had gone and,
as usual, failed to get any definite information. That is invariably the case in the East; a story always
sounds clear enough at a distance, but the nearer you get to the scene of events the vaguer it
becomes. Some of the people said that the elephant had gone in one direction, some said that he had
gone in another, some professed not even to have heard of any elephant. I had almost made up my
mind that the whole story was a pack of lies, when we heard yells a little distance away. There was a
loud, scandalized cry of “Go away, child! Go away this instant!” and an old woman with a switch in
her hand came round the corner of a hut, violently shooing away a crowd of naked children. Some
more women followed, clicking their tongues and exclaiming; evidently there was something that the
children ought not to have seen. I rounded the hut and saw a man’s dead body sprawling in the
mud. He was an Indian, a black Dravidian coolie, almost naked, and he could not have been dead
many minutes. The people said that the elephant had come suddenly upon him round the corner of
the hut, caught him with its trunk, put its foot on his back and ground him into the earth. This was
the rainy season and the ground was soft, and his face had scored a trench a foot deep and a couple
of yards long. He was lying on his belly with arms crucified and head sharply twisted to one side. His
face was coated with mud, the eyes wide open, the teeth bared and grinning with an expression of
unendurable agony. (Never tell me, by the way, that the dead look peaceful. Most of the corpses I
have seen looked devilish.) The friction of the great beast’s foot had stripped the skin from his back
as neatly as one skins a rabbit. As soon as I saw the dead man I sent an orderly to a friend’s house
nearby to borrow an elephant rifle. I had already sent back the pony, not wanting it to go mad with
fright and throw me if it smelt the elephant.
The orderly came back in a few minutes with a rifle and five cartridges, and meanwhile some
Burmans had arrived and told us that the elephant was in the paddy fields below, only a few hundred
yards away. As I started forward practically the whole population of the quarter flocked out of the
houses and followed me. They had seen the rifle and were all shouting excitedly that I was going to
shoot the elephant. They had not shown much interest in the elephant when he was merely ravaging
their homes, but it was different now that he was going to be shot. It was a bit of fun to them, as it
would be to an English crowd; besides they wanted the meat. It made me vaguely uneasy. I had no
intention of shooting the elephant – I had merely sent for the rifle to defend myself if necessary –
and it is always unnerving to have a crowd following you. I marched down the hill, looking and
feeling a fool, with the rifle over my shoulder and an ever-growing army of people jostling at my
heels. At the bottom, when you got away from the huts, there was a metalled road and beyond that a
miry waste of paddy fields a thousand yards across, not yet ploughed but soggy from the first rains
and dotted with coarse grass. The elephant was standing eight yards from the road, his left side

towards us. He took not the slightest notice of the crowd’s approach. He was tearing up bunches of
grass, beating them against his knees to clean them and stuffing them into his mouth.
I had halted on the road. As soon as I saw the elephant I knew with perfect certainty that I ought
not to shoot him. It is a serious matter to shoot a working elephant – it is comparable to destroying
a huge and costly piece of machinery – and obviously one ought not to do it if it can possibly be
avoided. And at that distance, peacefully eating, the elephant looked no more dangerous than a cow.
I thought then and I think now that his attack of “must” was already passing off; in which case he
would merely wander harmlessly about until the mahout came back and caught him. Moreover, I did
not in the least want to shoot him. I decided that I would watch him for a little while to make sure
that he did not turn savage again, and then go home.
But at that moment I glanced round at the crowd that had followed me. It was an immense crowd,
two thousand at the least and growing every minute. It blocked the road for a long distance on
either side. I looked at the sea of yellow faces above the garish clothes-faces all happy and excited
over this bit of fun, all certain that the elephant was going to be shot. They were watching me as
they would watch a conjurer about to perform a trick. They did not like me, but with the magical
rifle in my hands I was momentarily worth watching. And suddenly I realized that I should have to
shoot the elephant after all. The people expected it of me and I had got to do it; I could feel their
two thousand wills pressing me forward, irresistibly. And it was at this moment, as I stood there
with the rifle in my hands, that I first grasped the hollowness, the futility of the white man’s
dominion in the East. Here was I, the white man with his gun, standing in front of the unarmed
native crowd – seemingly the leading actor of the piece; but in reality I was only an absurd puppet
pushed to and fro by the will of those yellow faces behind. I perceived in this moment that when the
white man turns tyrant it is his own freedom that he destroys. He becomes a sort of hollow, posing
dummy, the conventionalized figure of a sahib. For it is the condition of his rule that he shall spend
his life in trying to impress the “natives,” and so in every crisis he has got to do what the “natives”
expect of him. He wears a mask, and his face grows to fit it. I had got to shoot the elephant. I had
committed myself to doing it when I sent for the rifle. A sahib has got to act like a sahib; he has got
to appear resolute, to know his own mind and do definite things. To come all that way, rifle in hand,
with two thousand people marching at my heels, and then to trail feebly away, having done nothing
– no, that was impossible. The crowd would laugh at me. And my whole life, every white man’s life
in the East, was one long struggle not to be laughed at.
But I did not want to shoot the elephant. I watched him beating his bunch of grass against his knees,
with that preoccupied grandmotherly air that elephants have. It seemed to me that it would be
murder to shoot him. At that age I was not squeamish about killing animals, but I had never shot an
elephant and never wanted to. (Somehow it always seems worse to kill a large animal.) Besides, there
was the beast’s owner to be considered. Alive, the elephant was worth at least a hundred pounds;
dead, he would only be worth the value of his tusks, five pounds, possibly. But I had got to act
quickly. I turned to some experienced-looking Burmans who had been there when we arrived, and
asked them how the elephant had been behaving. They all said the same thing: he took no notice of
you if you left him alone, but he might charge if you went too close to him.
It was perfectly clear to me what I ought to do. I ought to walk up to within, say, twenty-five yards
of the elephant and test his behavior. If he charged, I could shoot; if he took no notice of me, it
would be safe to leave him until the mahout came back. But also I knew that I was going to do no

such thing. I was a poor shot with a rifle and the ground was soft mud into which one would sink at
every step. If the elephant charged and I missed him, I should have about as much chance as a toad
under a steam-roller. But even then I was not thinking particularly of my own skin, only of the
watchful yellow faces behind. For at that moment, with the crowd watching me, I was not afraid in
the ordinary sense, as I would have been if I had been alone. A white man mustn’t be frightened in
front of “natives”; and so, in general, he isn’t frightened. The sole thought in my mind was that if
anything went wrong those two thousand Burmans would see me pursued, caught, trampled on and
reduced to a grinning corpse like that Indian up the hill. And if that happened it was quite probable
that some of them would laugh. That would never do.
There was only one alternative. I shoved the cartridges into the magazine and lay down on the road
to get a better aim. The crowd grew very still, and a deep, low, happy sigh, as of people who see the
theatre curtain go up at last, breathed from innumerable throats. They were going to have their bit
of fun after all. The rifle was a beautiful German thing with cross-hair sights. I did not then know
that in shooting an elephant one would shoot to cut an imaginary bar running from ear-hole to earhole. I ought, therefore, as the elephant was sideways on, to have aimed straight at his ear-hole,
actually I aimed several inches in front of this, thinking the brain would be further forward.
When I pulled the trigger I did not hear the bang or feel the kick – one never does when a shot goes
home – but I heard the devilish roar of glee that went up from the crowd. In that instant, in too
short a time, one would have thought, even for the bullet to get there, a mysterious, terrible change
had come over the elephant. He neither stirred nor fell, but every line of his body had altered. He
looked suddenly stricken, shrunken, immensely old, as though the frightful impact of the bullet had
paralysed him without knocking him down. At last, after what seemed a long time – it might have
been five seconds, I dare say – he sagged flabbily to his knees. His mouth slobbered. An enormous
senility seemed to have settled upon him. One could have imagined him thousands of years old. I
fired again into the same spot. At the second shot he did not collapse but climbed with desperate
slowness to his feet and stood weakly upright, with legs sagging and head drooping. I fired a third
time. That was the shot that did for him. You could see the agony of it jolt his whole body and
knock the last remnant of strength from his legs. But in falling he seemed for a moment to rise, for
as his hind legs collapsed beneath him he seemed to tower upward like a huge rock toppling, his
trunk reaching skyward like a tree. He trumpeted, for the first and only time. And then down he
came, his belly towards me, with a crash that seemed to shake the ground even where I lay.
I got up. The Burmans were already racing past me across the mud. It was obvious that the elephant
would never rise again, but he was not dead. He was breathing very rhythmically with long rattling
gasps, his great mound of a side painfully rising and falling. His mouth was wide open – I could see
far down into caverns of pale pink throat. I waited a long time for him to die, but his breathing did
not weaken. Finally I fired my two remaining shots into the spot where I thought his heart must be.
The thick blood welled out of him like red velvet, but still he did not die. His body did not even jerk
when the shots hit him, the tortured breathing continued without a pause. He was dying, very slowly
and in great agony, but in some world remote from me where not even a bullet could damage him
further. I felt that I had got to put an end to that dreadful noise. It seemed dreadful to see the great
beast Lying there, powerless to move and yet powerless to die, and not even to be able to finish him.
I sent back for my small rifle and poured shot after shot into his heart and down his throat. They
seemed to make no impression. The tortured gasps continued as steadily as the ticking of a clock.

In the end I could not stand it any longer and went away. I heard later that it took him half an hour
to die. Burmans were bringing dash and baskets even before I left, and I was told they had stripped
his body almost to the bones by the afternoon.
Afterwards, of course, there were endless discussions about the shooting of the elephant. The owner
was furious, but he was only an Indian and could do nothing. Besides, legally I had done the right
thing, for a mad elephant has to be killed, like a mad dog, if its owner fails to control it. Among the
Europeans opinion was divided. The older men said I was right, the younger men said it was a damn
shame to shoot an elephant for killing a coolie, because an elephant was worth more than any damn
Coringhee coolie. And afterwards I was very glad that the coolie had been killed; it put me legally in
the right and it gave me a sufficient pretext for shooting the elephant. I often wondered whether any
of the others grasped that I had done it solely to avoid looking a fool.
Published by New Writing, 2, Autumn 1936

Discussion Questions for “Shooting an Elephant”
1) What is the attitude of the speaker throughout this piece? How does he feel about his role in
this society?
2) What larger issues does this piece speak about?
3) In this story, what does the elephant that is killed symbolize?
4) What questions of humanity or human experience does this story illustrate?
5) What is problematic about this story?
6) Imperialism is thought to be the larger idea behind the practices of colonialism. Imperialism
is the exertion of power by an imperialist force or agent over a body of people. It also
involves the exploitation of resources for financial gain by an imperialist force. What does it
say about the human condition that such a concept exists in our world?
7) Discuss any areas of the text that you found interesting or had questions about.

Part II. Romantic poet feature
Lord Byron
There is perhaps no other Romantic poet who embodies the values of romanticism quite like Lord
Byron. The following quote describes what one of Lord Byron’s former loves said he was:
“mad, bad, and dangerous to know”-Lady Caroline Lamb
Byron takes on the figure of the wandering, forlorn Romantic hero. He spent much of his time
wandering around Europe and the Near East; he was particularly fond of Greece. Byron had a
turbulent and long list of lovers; one of whom he seems to have written the following poem
for. Byron’s preferred topic, admiration for love, is another reason why he is considered a tragic
romance figure. He was also actively involved in politics throughout his life; particularly, he believed
in the cause of Greece being liberated from Ottoman occupation. This was the cause he would
dedicate his life to, eventually passing away on the Greek island of Missolonghi in 1824. He truly
lived out the Romantic ideals that he promoted in his poetry.
Read the poem below. Answer the following questions:
1. What do you know about the subject of this poem?
2. Which features of Romanticism does this poem include? Why?
“She Walks In Beauty” (1814)
She walks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies;
And all that’s best of dark and bright
Meet in her aspect and her eyes:
Thus mellow’d to that tender light
Which heaven to gaudy day denies.
One shade the more, one ray the less,
Had half impair’d the nameless grace
Which waves in every raven tress,
Or softly lightens o’er her face;
Where thoughts serenely sweet express
How pure, how dear their dwelling-place.
And on that cheek, and o’er that brow,
So soft, so calm, yet eloquent,
The smiles that win, the tints that glow,
But tell of days in goodness spent,
A mind at peace with all below,
A heart whose love is innocent!

Week 7

Girl
By Jamaica Kincaid
June 19, 1978
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Wash the white clothes on Monday and put them on the stone heap; wash
the color clothes on Tuesday and put them on the clothesline to dry; don’t
walk bare-head in the hot sun; cook pumpkin fritters in very hot sweet oil;
soak your little cloths right after you take them off; when buying cotton to
make yourself a nice blouse, be sure that it doesn’t have gum in it, because
that way it won’t hold up well after a wash; soak salt fish overnight before
you cook it; is it true that you sing benna in Sunday school?; always eat
your food in such a way that it won’t turn someone else’s stomach; on
Sundays try to walk like a lady and not like the slut you are so bent on
becoming; don’t sing benna in Sunday school; you mustn’t speak to wharfrat boys, not even to give directions; don’t eat fruits on the street—flies
will follow you; but I don’t sing benna on Sundays at all and never in Sunday
school; this is how to sew on a button; this is how to make a buttonhole for
the button you have just sewed on; this is how to hem a dress when you
see the hem coming down and so to prevent yourself from looking like the
slut I know you are so bent on becoming; this is how you iron your father’s
khaki shirt so that it doesn’t have a crease; this is how you iron your
father’s khaki pants so that they don’t have a crease; this is how you grow
okra—far from the house, because okra tree harbors red ants; when you
are growing dasheen, make sure it gets plenty of water or else it makes your
throat itch when you are eating it; this is how you sweep a corner; this is
how you sweep a whole house; this is how you sweep a yard; this is how
you smile to someone you don’t like too much; this is how you smile to
someone you don’t like at all; this is how you smile to someone you like
completely; this is how you set a table for tea; this is how you set a table for
dinner; this is how you set a table for dinner with an important guest; this is
how you set a table for lunch; this is how you set a table for breakfast; this
is how to behave in the presence of men who don’t know you very well,
and this way they won’t recognize immediately the slut I have warned you
against becoming; be sure to wash every day, even if it is with your own
spit; don’t squat down to play marbles—you are not a boy, you know;
don’t pick people’s flowers—you might catch something; don’t throw
stones at blackbirds, because it might not be a blackbird at all; this is how
to make a bread pudding; this is how to make doukona; this is how to
make pepper pot; this is how to make a good medicine for a cold; this is
how to make a good medicine to throw away a child before it even

becomes a child; this is how to catch a fish; this is how to throw back a fish
you don’t like, and that way something bad won’t fall on you; this is how to
bully a man; this is how a man bullies you; this is how to love a man, and if
this doesn’t work there are other ways, and if they don’t work don’t feel
too bad about giving up; this is how to spit up in the air if you feel like it,
and this is how to move quick so that it doesn’t fall on you; this is how to
make ends meet; always squeeze bread to make sure it’s fresh; but what if the
baker won’t let me feel the bread?; you mean to say that after all you are really
going to be the kind of woman who the baker won’t let near the bread? ♦
Published in the print edition of The New Yorker, June 26, 1978 issue.

Classroom Discussion Questions for “Girl”
1) What is the relationship between the two speakers in this poem?
2) How can you differentiate between the two speakers?
3) This is what we would call a prescriptive list of how to be and what to be, told in the
form of a prose poem. In this poem, what do you know about the society and culture
of the speakers based on the gender expectations they have of women?
4) What do you know about how religion operates in this culture? Why?
5) Do you think there are “gender norms” today that are reinforced by belief? Why or
why not?
6) Do you think gender is a social construct? In other words, is your understanding of
your own gender identify defined by how you are socialized?
7) Discuss any aspects of this poem that you found interesting or had questions about.

Thanks for all your work this term! Make sure you hand in your Cultural Artifact Analysis Essay!
-Ms. Taylor

